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ABSTRACT

The evolution of massive stars in the mass range of 8 - 25 AT^ it reviewed. The effect of electron degeneracy
on the gravothcrmal nature of stars is discussed. Depending on the stellar m u i , the stars form three types
of cores, namely, non-dcgenciate, semi-degenerate, and strongly degenerate cores. The evolution for these
cases is quite distinct from each other and leads to the three different types of final fate. It is suggested
that our helium star model, which is equivalent to a 25 MQ star, will form a relatively small mass iron core
despite the faster i2G (a,-y) lBO reaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Big Bang nucleosynthesis produces helium and some ether light elements but not beyond, because *Be is
unstable and the expansion of the universe is too fast and its density is too low to synthesize i3C through
the 3a reaction (e.g., Schramm 1986 for a recent review). In other words, the decrease in temperature
is much faster than nuclear reactions that tend to realize nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSEj) for the
corresponding temperature.

However, the universe provides another site of nucleosynthesis. As a. result of decreasing temperature,
gravitational forces become effective and form stars {before or after the galaxy formation]). Stars then
evolve. Their internal temperature increases, not decreases, and eventually leaches the ignition temperature
of nuclear burning. Starting from hydrogen burning, helium, carbon, oxygen, neon, and silicon burn
successively and synthesize heavier elements as the interior temperature continues to increase. This process
is considered to be approaching N5E and eventually iron peak elements are synthesized. Finally those
elements are ejected from stars into space by means of stellar wind and a supernova explosion. This is the
origin of heavy elements.
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In constructing the theory of clement synthesis, the key 5s to understand why and how stars evolve, or why
stars increase their interior temperature and density and develop a complex structure. Therefore we start
from the thermodynamics of self-gravitating system, i.e, gravothermodynamics (Sugimoto «t al, 1981),
which is described in the next section. The actual evolution of non-degenerate massive stars ;(Jif ~ 25
MQ), 10 - 13 MITJ stars which develop scmi-degcneratc cores, and 8 - 10 MQ stars which form strongly
electron degenerate cores, are discussed in §4 - §6, respectively.

II. GRAV0THEHMODY.NAM1CS AND EVOLUTION OF STARS

Let us consider a system that is governed by its own self-gravity ind is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Such
a system will eventually undergo the so-called guvothtTmal eat&ttrophe if the density contrut pt/Pi
between the center and the outer edge of the system is larger than a, certain critical value {see SugimotD
et al. 1981 and references therein). For example, if pe/pi > 709, an isothermal sphere surrounded by
an adiabatic wall is secularly unstabe in the following way (Antonov 19C0; Lynden-Bell and Wood 1908),:
If heat is transported from the ccntpr to the outer layers, the central region contracts to maintain the
hydrostatic equilibrium. Then the central temperature, 3i, increases because gravitational energy release
dominates the loss of heat. The resulting temperature gradient promotes more heat flow from the center
that induces further gravitational contraction and increase in Te. The system » said to have a negative
speciSc heat because heat loss causes a temperature increase. In other words, the system cannot stay in
thermal equilibrium but will move out of equilibrium with increasing Zc/Jj and p,c/pi.

Such a mechanism to create a contrast of density and temperature is easily understood from the behavior
of stars which undergo quasi-static gravitational contraction, The hydrostatic stellar structure gives a
relation between Pc, Pt, and stellar mass, At, as

~\ - A^GH^A\2, (1)
p\

Here <j> is the non-dimensional mass and tj> — 10.73 and 16.14 for the polytrope of index 7 = 1J5 and 3.0,
respectively (Sugimoto and Nomoto 19S0; also Arnett 1978). For an ideal gas, Eq.(l) gives

T 3

The specific entropy, ,s, is given as

{ ^ K =-- l n ( ^ ) + C, = H^s) + C* = W-%5) + C3, (3)

where fi is the mean molecular weight, H atomic mass unit, k Boltsniann coastant, and Cj,Ca, and C3
additional constants. Equations (2) and (3) show that for the same TK (i.e, roughly for the same audear
burning stage), j e is higher (and p€ is lower) for larger M. We need higher entropy to sustain a. larger mass
against self-gravity.

Another important feature of the stars is that they are open system losing energy by tadiation and neutrinos.
When nuclear reactions are not active, the star loses entropy, i.e., -se decreases- From Eq.{3], we see that
both Tc and pc increase as .sc decreases for fixed M. In other words, the specific heat in the central legion
is negative
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The increase in pc implies that the star contracts and releases gravitational energy, a part -of which goes
into internal energy and the rest goes intS radiation and neutrino losses. This is the rcuson why the interior
temperature increases during stellar evolution.

As the temperature increases, it reaches the ignition temperature of nuclear burning. Then the star stays in
an almost steady state between nuclear energy generation and radiative and neutrino energy losses. When
the nuclear fut?J ift exhausted, the ashes forms a cere and nuclear shell burning becomes active around
the core. The cere undergoes gravitational contraction to increase pc and Te. On the other hand, the
burning shell {denoted by the subscript 1) docs not follow the tore contraction because, to provide the
stellar luminosity, the temperature at the burning shell is almost constant and thus the radius there does
not appreciably change. As a. result, />e/f>i becomes so large that the core edge can be regarded as a stellar
surface. Then the relation expressed by Eq.|l) is applied to the core by replacing M by the core mass Mi,
The core can be regarded as a single star {Hayashi «t al. 1372), {The above role of the active burning shdi
is crucial when stars evolve to red-giants. See Sugimof o and Nomoto 1980 for more detail.) The smaller
Mi than M is consistent with smaller se than that for a previous stage. Further decrease in ise again leads
to increase in Tc until the ash is ignited. The cycle of gravitational contraction and nuclear burning 3e&ds
to the formation of an onion-like chemical structure as will be shown 3n later sections.

In short, the star evolves because it is a self-gravitating system and has a negative specific heat. The sign
of the specBc heat depends on the equation of state, however. If the entopy is sufficiently high, the pressure
depends on temperature. The decrease in entropy results in decrease in temperature and thus pressure, if
density is fixed. Then, to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium, the star has J-o contract to increase the density
and temperature. This situation is completely opposite if electrons arc degenerate sind the pressure does
not much depend on temperature. In this case, the loss of entropy docs not much affect the hydrostatic
equilibrium and thus does not induce gravitational contraction. Accordingly Tc decreases as the star Joses
energy. In other words, the star has a positive specific heat and eventually becomes a cold white dwarf. By
applying the equation of state for non-relativistic degenerate electrons, P = Kift^/3, to Eq.|l), we obtain
a relation,

pt ~ M3. ;{5]

If electrons are relativistically degenerate, i.e., P — K2P*?3-, Eq.fl] gives the Chandrasekhar mass. Such a
change in equation of state occurs for stars with sufficiently low central entopy and thus for a sufficiently
small mass, M, or small core mass. Mi, as seen from £q.{3). Of cource, M or Mj should be smaller than
the Chandrasekhar mass.

The example of the evolutionary change in the central density and temperature during the gravitational
contraction is shown in Figures 1 and 2 for neon stars with masses 1.30 - 1.45 MQ (Nomoto 19S4a,
1986). These evolutionary paths follow the relation given in Eq.fl) for fixed M. At the peak temperature,
the gravothermal specific heat changes its sign because electrons become strongly degenerate. The peak
temperature is h'gher for larger .1/ as seen in Figure 3 i(Nomoto 1984a) because larger masses correspond
to higher Tc for the same pc in the non-degenerate regime f£q. 2) and higher central densities for the
degenerate regime (Eq. 5). If M is so small that the peak temperature is lower than the ignition temperature
of the nuclear fuel, the star will become a white dwarf. On the other hand, if M is large enough, Tc can
reach the ignition temperature. Therefore, there exists a minimum mass for nuclear burning to occur.
The minimum mass is 0.08, 0.25, 1.06, and 1.37 M@ for hydrogen, helium, carbon, and neon burning,
respectively (e.g., Arnett 1978; Nomoto 1981 for a reviewj.

Therefore, stars with a core mass, M%, smaller than the above minimum mass will not undergo further
nuclear burning, but form a white dwarf-like degenerate core. In this sense, the stellar mass, JVf, 3s a critical
parameter to determine the final fate of evolution and the stellar evolution is classified by M as follows:



1) For M < D.OB A/©, the star will become a planet-like blade dwarf without igniting hydrogen burning.

2) For 0.08 MQ < M < 0.45 MB, the star will end up as a helium white dwarf, though such a single star
is still a red-dwarf on the main-sequence because hydrogen cannot be depleted within a Hubble time.

3) For 0.45 AJ© < M < 8 A/©, the star forms a degenerate C+O core. Most of them will become a C+O
white dwarf by losing Ihclr hydrogen-rich envelope, but some of them (~ 0-8 MQ) could reach a supernova
stage by increasing the C+O core mass to the Chandrasclth&r mass and ignites a carbon deflagration. The
mechanism is the snw<> as of Type la supernovae hut, because ©f the existence of a hydrogen-rkh envelope,
the explosion will look like a Type II-L supernova (Doggets and Branch 1985).

4) For 8 - 10 A/© range, a degenerate O+Ne+Mg tore 3s formed. The star will eventually collapse due to
electron capture on 34Mg and 30Ne.

5) For 10 - 13 A/ s range, neon is ignited in a semi-degenerate O+Ne+Mg core. Whether subsequent
evolution leads to a non-degenerate or a degenerate configuration depends on neutronizatton during oxygen
burning.

6) For A/ > 13 A/©, the star undergo non-degenerate burning to form an iron core.

Typical evolution for cases 4) - 6) will be discussed in §4 - §6, respectively. {See Iben 12S6 for smaller mass
stars.)
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Figure 1: Evolutionary change in the central density and temperature
of neon stars during gravitational contraction (Nomoto 1984a),

Figure 2: Same as Figure 1 but for neon stars of larger mass (Nomoto
1986).

Figure 3: The peak values of Tc and Tm»x given 3n Figure 1 as a
function of aeon star mass, AS. The dotted line indicates the neon
ignition line (Nomoto 1984a).
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III. MODELS

The present set r>f evolutionary calculations lias been performed by Hashimoto and Nomoto (19SC) for
helium stars of mass Afa - 2.8 Jl/0 , 3.0 Mo, 3.3 Me, 6 Mo, and S .MQ. These helium star masses
correspond to the jnain-scijuencc mass of Mm§ = 11, 12, 13, 19, and 25 Afa, respectively. The catenations
started from the gravitational contraction of the helium star. The input physics is mostly the same as
used in Nomoto (19B4a) and Nomoto ct al. (19S4). The nuclear reaction network has been developed by
Hashimoto et al. (1983) and the reaction rates arc based on Fowkrct al. (1075), Harris ct al. (1982),
Caughlan ct al. (1985), Woosfoy ct ai. (1075, 137:8), and Thielemann (1980). The initial composition is
.assumed to be ,Y(4H<s) = O.c9S79 and A',(JJ |N) = 0.0121. The heavier elements arc taken into account in
the opacity. The iveak rales aro taken from FuJlcr-tt ah (19SQ, 2982).

In Figure 4, evolution of the central density, pt, and temperature, Tc, is shown for these cases. The
approximate ignition lines for carbon, neon, oxygen, and silicon, where the nuclear energy generation rate
is equal to neutrino energy losses, are shown. The line for ii = 10 approximately divides the electron
degenerate and non-degenerate region, where •& h the chemical potential of an electron in units ofkT. The
helium stars of Ma = S and C Ms clearly undergo nuclear burning under non-degenerate conditions. For
comparison, the evolutionary path of the 2.2 Ms helium core is shown, which enters the strongly degenerate
region after carbon burning. For Ma = 2.8 - 3.3 M3, the O+Ne+Mg core becomes semi-degenerate and
whether they will enter degenerate or non-degenerate region is an interesting question. The evolution mas
been calculated up to the exhaustion of oxygen. The most important improvement from the previous
calculations is that we include a more extensive nuclear reaction network and found that even before the
oxygen exhaustion, the decrease in electron mole numb' ;•, **<,, is significant (see also Arnctt and Thielemann
1085; Thielemann and Arnctt 1985). The implication of these results is discussed for each case 3n J4 - 3D,

10.0 - r < 4 / 3
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electron -
capture

8.0
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log Pr I gem"3)

Figure 4: Evolution of the central density, />c, and temperature, Tc for helium stars of mass
3.3, 3.0, 2.S, and 2.2 MQ.
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IV. EVOLUTION OF MASSIVE STARS (At ~ 25 MQ)

Stars with main-sequence mass of Afmt ss 20 - 25 M® have been considered to be one cf the most
important sites of nucleosynthesis because they produce most species from oxygen to iron peak elements
with reasonable accord to the solar abundance ratios (e.g., Woosley and Weaver ISSGb). It is also possible
to compare the theorctcal prediction of nucleosynthesis with the observed abundance cf supernova ejecta
which is obtained from supernova spectra and supernova remnants, Therefore it 5s important to calculate
the detailed nucleosynthesis history of stars in this mass range.

Recent revision of " C («, i) iCO rate lias substantially changed the evolution of massive stars ((eg., Fowler
1984). Due to the — 3 times larger t3C («,-}) WO rate, the abundance of carbon produced hy helium
burning is significantly smaller than the previous value (Wooslcy and Weaver 1980a,l>). This affects not
only the nucleosynthesis yield, but also stellar structure and thus the final iron core mass- In the 25 Mo

model by Woosley and Weaver {1080a), the iron core is as massive as 2.1 A/©, The transition from the iron
core mass from 1.35 MQ to 2 JU© occurs around Mmt - 18 MQ. Such a large iron cor* mass has .given
a big impact on supernova modeling because the prompt shock mechanism does not work Sox such a core
(e.g., Kahana 1080; Hillebrandt 1S8G).

However, the carbon abundance is subject to uncertainties. It depends not only on a 3C (a,rt) 16© xate,
but also on how the convective core grows, and thus, on the treatment of the convective core edge and
overshooting. In particular, if the convection core grows substantially near the end of helium burning, fresh
helium is mixed into the high temperature region and processes13C "mio 16O very efficiently. Since no
reliable theory cf convection, especially non-local theory, exists at the moment, it is necessary to explore
the various possible evolutionary paths within a uncertain range. As a first step, we report our preliminary
calculations for the helium star of Ma = 8 MB which is almost equivalent to Mm% = 25 Jlfs. We adopt
the Schwarzshild criterion for convcctivc stability and neglect the overshooting (e.g., Langcr 1986),

4.1 Stellar Structure

First let us look at some evolutionary features of this
star from the density distribution in Figure 10. The
stage numbers refer to 1: helium burning, 2: exhaus-
tion of helium, 3: carbon ignition, 4: neon ignition, 5:
oxygen ignition, and 6: exhaustion of oxygen. The evo-
lutionary change in the density distribution depends on
the timescale of entropy loss from the central region,
which is mainly determined by the neutrino luminosity,
Lu. During the quasi-static contraction, the decrease in
entropy due to neutrino losses promotes the contraction
as seen from Eq.{3). For nuclear burning stages, nuclear
luminosity, Ln, is balanced with Lv so that the entropy
in the convective layer is almost stationary. However,
the depletion timescale of nuclear fuel 5s determined by
Ln and thus related to £„. As Tc increases, Lv increases
rapidly, which accelerates the evolution. As seen from
Figure 10, the whole helium star contracts up to stage
2. Later, the density structure in the outer layers is
practically frozen since the timesjale of energy trans-
port from the central region to the ">uter layers is much
longer than the evolutionary +imescale near the center.
In this sense, the effective core mass, M€On, which re-
places M in Eq.(l)-(3), is decreasing. When shell burn-
ing is active, its location, MT, gives the approximate
value of Af,:or<. as discussed in §2.
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Figure 5J The evolutionary change in the density
distribution for a helium star of Ma = 8 Mo,.
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4.2 Helium, Carbon, and Neon Burning and Carbon Abundance

The helium burning stage lasts for 7.J5 x 10s :yr and a C+O core of 6.0 Jtfg forms. The mass fractions
of carbon and oxygen are «Y("C) = 0.19 and .Y(16O) = 0.79, respectively, as seen in FJguie 6. This
amount of carbon is small due to the faster 13C («, 7) lcO reaction, but still sufficiently forge that the
carbon burning rate exceeds the neutrino energy losses when T€ ~ 8.0 x 10® K. Carlson burning starts in
the center (stage 3: 8.4 x 103 yr after exhaustion ofhe3iuui} and forms a conveetive core of 0.27 Af©.. The
composlion structure at carbon ignition k shown in Figure 0. Tile carbon burning phase lasts only 100 yr.
When carbon is almost depleted in the tore, the resultant composition is ,Y(l6O) = 0.70 and .Y{3DNe) =
0.25. Because of the small carbon abundance, the O/Ne ratio is large compared with the model based on
the old low * 3C (a, 1} 16O rate (Weaver ct al. 1975). The carbea burning layer shifts to the •suter shell and
a convective shell develops at Mr = 0.94 - 1.78 MQ. When neon is ignited in the center (stage 4; -10 yr after
exhaustion of carbon), only a trace of carbon is left interior to Mr < 1.78 A/Q, and a. convective carbon
burning shell forms at Mr = 1.70 - 5.4 ,1/Q. Jfeon burning lasts for 0,4 yr and forms a convective core of
0.42 A/Q. After exhaustion of neon in the center, an oxygen-rich core of Jf{16O) = 0.82 and Jt|2*Mg) =
COS forms (Figure 8) and a coravective neon burning sliell appears at Mr — 0.42 - 0.90 M&.

1 4He

22*

25*

I6O

1.0 2.D 3.0 <4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 B.O
MfiSS

Figure 6: Composition of a helium star of Ma = 8 MQ at carbon ignition {stage 3).
10° T

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 50 6.0 7.0 80
MASS

Figure 7: Composition of a helium star of Ma = 8 MQ at neon ignition (stage 4).
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4.3 Oxygen Burning Stage

At stage 5, oxygen is ignited in the center (Figure 8). A eonvectivecore extends to Mr - 0.99 MB. Oxygen
burning synthesices silicon and sulfur - xich elements. As oxygen burning proceeds, the product is getting
neutron-rich. The main weak processes involved aie: I) positron decays, 31S (/?+) 3 1P , 3DP {&+) 3 0 Si ,
and 3«C1 {/?+) 34S and 2) electron captures, 33S (c~, v) 33? and 3SC1 •(«-, v) 3BS . When X{WO) a
0.013, K, drops to 0.493 (neutron excess TJ B 1 - 2F« = 0.014} 3n the convcctivc core where 3BSi , 35S ,
and 3 iAr arc the main constituents (Figure 0). Al this stage, a. convcctivc shell of neon burning .starts to
form at Mr ~ 1,00 Afe.

0 1,0 2.0 3.0 4,0 5.0 6,0 7,0 S.O

MASS

Figure 8: Composition of a. helium star of Ma = 8 MQ at oxygen ignition (stage 5).

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
MASS

7,0

Figure 9: Composition of a helium star of Ma = 8 MQ near the end of oxygen liurning where Jt:(16O) a
0.013 [stage 6).
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4.4 Comparison with the Previous Models

Our result is similar to the 25 A/© model of Woosky and Weaver (1980a:; WW25 model) In the sense
that the faster 13C (a, -y) 10O reaction reduces the abundances of carbon, neon, and magnesium, While at
increases the oxygen abundance. On the other hand, there are some differences. In the WW25 model,
no convective core appears for carbon and neon burning phases, while, in our model, both carbon and
neon burning dominate the neutrino energy losses and thus, a small convcctivc core and then an extensive
convective shell form. In particular, convective carbon burning shell extending from Mr = 1.79 M$ to 5,4
MQ is quite active during neon and oxygen burning. As a result, a sharp entropy increase appears at Mr =
1.8 MQ {$ = 5.0 kjH in the carbon burning ihell). The existence of active burning shell makes the effective
cote mass in Eq.(l) smaller, which corresponds to the smaller central entropy. In fact, at oxygen ignition,
4»c is as low as 1.9 k/H (ipe a 2,8} which is almost equal to that of the 15 Afg W model and smaller than
that of the VVW25 model by a factor of 1,5. The entropy distribution in our model is very similar to the
old 25 il/g model by Weaver, Woosley, and Fuller (1985, WWF). This is because our carbon abundance is
about twice that of the WW model, which may be due to differences in the treatment of convection. Since
the WWF 25 Af© model forms a 1.35 Afp iron core, our model is expected to form such a small iron core.

During oxygen burning, positron emissions and electron captures increase ij. Tiwugh J? a 0.014 at X(ieO)
=2 0.013 in this model, JJ is larger in smaller mass stars and has important effects on the later evolution and
nucleosynthesis (§5). Nucleosynthesis in our model is consistent with more detailed network calculation
based on the polytropic models by Thielemann and Ainett (1385}.

V. EVOLUTION OF 10 - 13 Me STAES

The evolution of stars in the mass range of Mm, = 10 - 13 MQ (Ma — 2.5 - 3.3 MQ) is significantly
different from 25 M© stars, being more complicated and sensitive to the stellar mass. This is because
electrons become somewhat degenerate, which affects the structure uf the core. Stars in this mass range
undergo non-degenerate carbon burning and form an oxygen-neon core whose mass, Afcwei is in the range
of 1.37 - 1.5 MQ. The core mass AfoNe is large enough to ignite neon, yet the core is semi-degenerate and
the degree of degeneracy depends sensitively on how close AION« 5* to the Chandrasekhar mass.

5.1 Nucleosynthesis during Helium and Carbon Burning

The evolution during helium and carbon burning is qualitatively similar to the 25 Af© star but quantitatively
different due to the smaller mass and thus lower central temperature during nuciear burning. As an example
of this mass range, Figures 10 - 12 show the chemical composition of the helium star of Ma = 2.8 MQ
(A/m, =s 11 A/©). Helium burning forms a C+O core of 1.23 MQ. The abundances are X{ i aC) = 0,29
and X(16O) = 0.69 (Figure 10). The mass fraction of carbon is 0.28 - 0.29 for this mass range, which is
larger than in the 25 Afs model due to the lower central temperature. The old l a C fay?) W O rate gives
-,Y(12C) a 0.5 for Afms ~ 10 MQ (e.g., Arnett 1972). The helium burning shell advances gradually in mass
and thus the C+O core mass grows as Afco = 1.345,1.415, and 1.423 MQ at the stage of carbon ignition.
exhaustion of carbon, and neon ignition, respectively. Note that Afco » less than the Chandraseihar
mass but larger than the critical mass of 1.37 M® for neon ignition.

Carbon burning ignites in the center and forms an oxygen-neon core of about 0.6 M@. The oxygen-neon
core contains more oxygen than neon and their mass fractions are Jf{wO) = 0.56, X(i0Ne) = 0.33,
and XP(24Mg) = 0.06 (Figure 11). The oxygen/neon ratio is almost the reverse of that in the old models
because of the small carbon abundance in the present model. The 3*Mg abundance is also small for the
same reason.
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Figure 10: Abundances in the 2.8 JM© helium star at carbon ignition in the center (stage 2}.

10'

MASS

Figure 11: Same as Figure 10 but at exhausion of carbon (stage 3),

0.0 I.D 2.0 3.0

Figure 12: Same as Figure 10 but at neon ignition (stage 6).
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5.2 Semi-Degenerate Oxygen-Neon Core and Off-Center Neon Ignition.

The oxygen-neon coze grows and contracts as the carbon burning shell advances. The evolution of {pc, 3i)
in Figure 3 is determined by the increasing oxygen-neon core mass, A/oNej as given in Eq.(l). Since the core
is somewhat degenerate, comprcssional heating is slower than the neutrino cooling. Therefore, the central
temperature does not increase while pc increases. The electrons become degenerate in the central region,
i.e., the {pe, Tc) path enters the region of t(i > 10. When A/oNe reaches the critical mass of 1.37 MQ, neon
burning ignites not in the center, but in the outer shell. The location of the neon ignition depends on the
degree of electron degeneracy and thus on the stellar mass.

The formation of a semi-degencrate core gives several distinct features to stars of Afa — 2,3 - 3.2 M®. Let
us first look at the overall evolution from the evolutionary change in density and tenaperatuTC distributions
of the helium star of Ma = 2.8 A/© [Afmt *» 11 A/©) (Figures 13 and 14). Tke stage numbers correspond
to 1: exhaustion of helium, 2: ignition of carbon burning, 3: exhaustion of carbon, 4-5: development of a
temperature inversion in the O-Ne core, 6: off-center ignition of neon, 7-8: propagation of the Been burning
layer.

First we note that the star forms a. quite remarkable core - envelope structure '{Figure 10). As the core
contracts, the helium envelope expands. The helium burning shell is a jiode and a very steep density-
gradient appears at the helium burning shell (Al"r = 1.42 Ai©). The radius of this helium star reaches 12
i?9- This is the same phenomena as a star expands from the main-sequence to the giant branch (Sugamoto
and Nomoto 1980). For Ma = 8 JV/Q, the core - envelope feature is less pronounced, because the evolutionary
timescale after carbon burning is too short for the effect of core contraction to be transmitted to the Hieliam
layer.

-2

8 0 , Me BURNING SHELL

« 2.8 M,

SHELL -;

SHELL

C+0

J},tit BURNING SHELL

M , / M o

Figure 13 (left): Evolutionary change in the density distribution for Ma = 2.8 M®.

Figure 14 (right): Same as Figure 13 but for temperature.
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Secondly, stars in this range develop a temperature inversion in the central region (Figure 11), because
neutrino energy losses are faster at higher densities. In such a core, the pressure necessary to sustain
hydrostatic equilibrium is provided by degenerate electrons. The temperature inversion leads to an off-
center ignition of neon at Mr = 0.78, 0.64, 0.30, and 0.10 M 0 for Ma = 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, and 3.2 M©,
respectively (see, e.g., Nomoto 1984a; Habets 1985, 1980). For Ma = 3.3 Afs, electron degeneracy is so
weak that the temperature inversion does not appear and neon ignites at the center. Therefore, the critical
main-sequence muss that discriminates beween off-center and central ignition of neon is Mm* ~ 13 M®.

5.3 Propagation of Neon-Oxygen Burning Layer

When neon ignites off-center, shell burning is unstable to a flash due to electron degeneracy. The flash
increases the temperature to as high as 2 x 10' K and forms a sharp temperature jump as seen an Figure
14. Subsequently the neon burning shell propagates inward {Figure 14). Am important question is whether
or not the burning shell reaches the center- If sot, a degenerate oxygen-neon core is left unburned as found
by Barkat et al. (1974) and also in the Woosley and Weaver's {1986a) 11 Me model. This is crucial in
determining the final fate of stars.

Figure 15 shows the propagation of the neon burning layer for Ma = 3.0 MQ. AS the burning front moves
to the higher density layers, the temperature increases to 2.0 - 2.5 x 10* K. At such, high temperature,
oxygen also burns to synthesize silicon and sulfur. The composition profile during the propagation is shown
in Figure 16. The burning front propagates all the way to the center. Since the density at the neon burning
front does not become so high [p < 10s g cm"3) and also neon ignites layer by layer, the released energy
in O-Ne flash is too small to induce major dynamical effects.

For slightly smaller mass of Ma = 2.8 A/©, on the other hand, the neon burning front reaches densities as
high as p > 10" g «m"3. Then the neon shell Hashes become to explosive that a dynamical event, such as
ejection of a helium layer, is expected (also Woosley et al. 1980), Therefore, it is crucial whether the neon
burning front can reach high densities or is quenched by neutrino cooling at an earlier stage.

9.4 -

9.2 -

9 . 0 -

S.8 -

Figure 15: Change in the temperature profile duriug the propagation of the neon burning front for Ma

3.0 JW©.
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The propagation mode of neon burning front is not heat conduction but congressional heating due to
gravitational contraction of the oxygen-neon core. This can be seen from the increase in density after the
neon ignition in Figure 13. For Ma = 3.0 Jlf©, it takes only 2 yr for the burning front to propagate to
the center. This is much faster than conduction (also IkeucM et al. 1972; Woosley et al. 1980). In order
to sustain the propagating front, compressions! heating should dominate neutrino cooling. In other words,
the core mass interior to the helium burning shell should be sufficiently large to keep cf < 0 until Tc

reaches the neon ignition temperature. If the core mass is too small relative to the Chandrasekhar mass,
electron degeneracy changes the sign of gravothcnnal specific heat of the core and then the temperature
starts to decrease.

In order to clarify this point, simple oxygen-neon star models have been calculated with neon burning
artificially suppressed as already shown in Figure 2. Here the stars of mass AfoNe are undergoing gravita-
tional contraction. The result shows that for 1.46 A/© > Mots* > 1.37 M® the aeoa ignition temperature
is reached first in the outer shell at the stage marked by open cicle in Figure 2. Afterwards the central
temperature also reaches the neon ignition line for A/ON« > 1.44 MB, while Tc starts to decrease without
igniting neon for smaller mass stars.

If we apply this criterion to the case ««f Ma = 2.S M®, its coxe mass is only AfoNe = 1-42 M® so that
neon burning will be quenched with some unburned oxygen-neon in the central region. However, the above
criterion is obtained for Y* = 0.5. In the actual aeon - oxygen burning, Ym is decreasing due primarily to
electron capture on 33S and 3 SC1. For Ma — 2.S M®, the density at the burning front is as high as 10*
g cm"3 so that Fe is as low as 0.4S due to electron captures. Such a small Yt implies that the core mass
exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass that is now ~ 1.38 MQ and thus the gravothermal specific heat of the
core remains negative. Therefore, the central temperature continues to increase up to the neon ignition
temperature. Then the burning layer will reach the center. The propagation of the oxygen-neon shell
burning is sclf-sustanined because electron captures in the burning layer promotes the contraction. This
implies that the density at the burning front will become high enough to induce explosive neon flashes for
Ma ss 2.6 - 2.8 M Q . It may or snay not lead to the ejeeton of a helium layer (Woosley et al. I960). The
quenching of neon burning would be the case only for very limited mass range, if it occurs at all. The use
of a sufficiently large nuclear reaction network is crucial for the study of this mass range.

-4
1.3

Mr/Mo
Figure 16: Composition of the helium star of Ma — 3.0 M& during the propagation of neon and oxygen
burning front.



VI. EVOLUTION OF 8 - 10 A/© STARS

For this mass range, electron degeneracy becomes significant already in a C+O core. Therefore, several
features of the semi-degenerate core discussed in §5 appear earlier, i.e., before carbon ignition. We describe
the evolution of a helium core of Ma = 2.2 Me as a typiral example for this mass range (Nomoto UB4b).
{This is not a helium star but a core embedded in the hydrogen-rich envelope of a star with Mm = 8.8
M@) The evolutionary path of (pe, Te) is seen in Figure 4. Chemical evolution of the core through the ens!
of the dredgc-up of a helium lay«r is shown in Figure 17. Evolutionary changes In the photon luminosity,
iph» Ln, »nd Lu are shown in Figure 18. Figure 10 shows changes in i c , Tc, and ipc> For the stages where
the temperature inversion appears, the maximum temperature within the core, r m M , is also plotted. This
calculation used the old I3C (a,-y) ieO rate so that the details of elemental abundance* are not discussed
here.

-tjyr)
Figure 17: Chemical evolution of the core through the *nd of the dredge-up of helium layer,

7

Figure 18: Evolutionary changes in the photon luminosity, i p i , £„, and Lv
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6.1 Carbon Burning

In a semi-degenerate C+O core, a temperatuie inversion appears due to neutrino cooling. This leads to
off-center ignition of carbon when the C+O core mass exceeds the critical mass of 1.06 JWe. (For Ma >
2.6 MQ, carbon ignites in the center.) The off-center carbon burning shell moves inward all the way to
the center as neon shell burning does for Ma = 2.8 - 3.2 M@ (Figure 17). However, the propagation mode
is different. For neon burning, it is compressions! heating. On the other hand, it is heat conduction for
carbon burning. Once ignited, there is no way to prevent the burning front from reaching the center as
shown for accreting C+O white dwarfs {Saio and Nomoto 1085; Wooslcy and Weaver IJJBCa),

106 10s 10
-Uyr)

Figure 19: Changes in pc, Tc, and electron chemical potential, $., in units of AT.
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Figure 20: Evolutionary changes in the radial distances from the center for several Lagrangian shells
indicated by MrJM®.
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6.2 Formation of Strongly Degenerate O-Ne-Mg Core

After exhaustion of carbon in the central region, an O+Ne-fMg core forms. Its mass increases through
irregular carbon shell burning. Figure 20 shows evolutionary changes in the radial distances of JLagr&ngian
shells from the center. Here the dotted regions are convective due to carbon burning. It is seen that the
carbon burning shell is almost stationary around r =; 0.01 U®. The core materials contract, being heated
up to the carbon ignition temperature and moving through the burning shell after being converted into
oxygen-neon. In this way, pc increases as the mass of the oxygen-neon core increases. At the same time,
Tc decreases down to 3 x 10' K due to neutrino emission. It is clear that the specific heat of the core
is now positive. This is the important difference from more massive stars. Accordingly, the core becomes
strongly degenerate as seen in Figure A.

Since the advance of the oxygen-neon burning shell stops near the helium burning shell at Mr — 1.2
the oxygen-neon core mass docs not exceed the critical mass of 1.37 M® so that neon is never ignited. The
maximum temperature attained is 9 x 10s K which is far below the ignition temperature of neon. This is
the case for Ma a 2.0 - 2.S M@ (Mm, ~ 8 - 10 Af©}.

If the core mass stays constant (— 1.3 Af©), the degenerate core will simply cool like a white dwarf. In
the core of a red-giant, the core mass grows because hydrogen and helium shell burning processes the
material of the hydrogen-rich envelope into carbon -oxygen- (The helium layer has been dredged up by the
penetrating surface convection zone when the layer expands by absorbing heat from the core. See Figure
20). In this sense, the core is essentially the same as accreting white dwarfs.

6.3 Collapse cf O+Itfe+Mg Core induced by Electron Captures

When the core mass grows to 1.38 A/@, the central density reaches 4 x 10® g cm"3, Degenerate electrons
provide another effect on stellar evolution, i.e., the electron Fermi energy exceeds the threshold for electron
captures 3<Mg (e", 1/) "Na [e~, v) "Ne and S0Ne («", v) aDF (e~, v) J0O. The resultant decrease in
Y, triggers collapse (Miyaji et al. I960; Miyaji and Nomoto 1980},

The hy drody namical behavior of collapse is somewhat different from the iron core collapse of more massive
stars (see, e.g., Hillebrandt et al. 1984; Burrows and Lattiiaer 1BB5; Hillebrandt 1086; Baron et al. 1986).
The O-f-Ne+Mg core contains nuclear fuel which ignites during infall. Electron captures occur only in the
NSE layer behind the burning front and, therefore, the region of small Y, is confined to a central legion
which grows gradually. The collapse is slower than the collapse of the iron core of a massive star until
the burning front has propagated to roughly ~ 0.8 MQ {Hillebrandt et al. 1984). Afterwards the collapse
accerelates quickly. Yt in the NSE region of the O-HNe+Mg core is smaller than Yt in iron cores, because
the entropy at the burning front is higher and thus the proton fraction is larger. These two effects result
in a homologous core whose mass is smaller and an outer infalling layer which is less dense than is the case
in iron core collpase. Such a structure has two effects on the bounce shock. First, the binding energy of
the rebounding core is smaller and, hence, the shock wave is initially weaker (Brown et al. 1962; Latiimer
et al. 1985). Secondly, the low density in the outer layers makes the shock propagation easier (Hiltebrandi
et al. 1984). Which effect dominates depends on the details of collapse hydrodynamics.



VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that the evolution and the final fate of stars is determined by their gravothermodynamical
nature that depends on the equation of state and thus on the stellar mass. For massive • tan, entropy in the
interior is high and electrons are non-degenerate. Then the gravothiwmalspecific heat is always negative and
the star evolves toward higher density and temperature as tlie entropy in the center decreases. Eventually
nuclear statistical equilibrium is realized through nuclear burning and the iron core forms. On the contrary,
smaller mass stars have lower entropy so that electrons become degenerate at a, certain stage of evolution.
Then ct turns positive and the interior temperature starts to decrease as the star loses cntx©j)y. These
two types of evolution Jead to two different type of collapse, i.e., the degenerate core contains nuclear fuel
while iron core docs not. Betwp.cn these two types, there is a mass range for which the star forms a semi-
degenerate core. The evolution is complicated due to off-center neon flashes and thus careful cakabtioa is
required to know in which direction (degenerate or non-degenerate) the star wolves.

We note that the entropy structure at oxygen depletion of our 8 A/Q helium star model, which is equivalent
to a 25 Af© star, is very similar to the old 25 A/© model by Weaer, Woosley, and Fuller (10£5, WWW)
who used the old 13C {a, 7) 36O rate. Since the WWF 25 MB star model forms a 1.35 MB iron core,
our model is expected to form a similar small iron core despite our use of faster 1SC \{a,ij 16O reaction.
This is because our carbon abundance after helium burning is about twice that of the latest 25 Af© model
by Woosley and Weaver (1986a). Such a difference of carbon abundance may lie due to differences in the
treatment of convection.

We have emphasized the importance of the use of detailed nuclear reaction network before the oxygen
exhaustion. If F, in the silicon - sulfur layer is significantly small, it affects not only the size of the 3r«n
core, but also SGNi production during supernova explosion. Since the decays of S0Ni and s eCo into i 6Fe
provide energy for the light curve, the S6Ni mass is the crucial quantity to model the light curve tail of
Type II supernovae. It is particularly important for the Wolf-Hayet models of Type Ife supernovac, In
the previous models, S6Ni is synthesized when the shock wave passes through *il«eoii-rkh layer ([Weaver
and WoosJey 1QSD; Johnston and Yahil 1084). The density in the oxygen layer is too low to synthesize
much S6Ni. If Fe < 0.49, which would be the case for smaller mass stars, the amount of sflNi would be
small as expected from the NSE abundance given as a function of Fe (Figure 21 | . Since F.e 3s smaller for
smaller mass stars (Thielemann and Arnett 19S5), we can obtain the lower mass limit of exploding stars
that produce sufficiently large amount of 5BNi for their light curves.

0-1
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\ Figure 21: Nuclear statistical equilibrium
abundance as a function of electron mole
number, Y*, for T = 3 x 10* K and p = •
1 x IB7 % cm~3. Xi denotes the mass frac-
tion.
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